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A B S T R A C T
Myasthenia gravis (MG) is an acquired autoimmune disease affecting synaptic transmission via the neuromuscular junction mainly
due to the presence of auto‑antibodies targeting acetylcholine receptors. Ocular or generalized MG is clinically diagnosed when the
extra‑ocular muscles or other muscle groups beyond the extra‑ocular muscles are involved. MG occurs in both sexes at any ages
from all races but shows a wide variability in incidence and prevalence. Differences in clinical phenotypes of MG patients between
West and East countries have been observed. Herein, we review the current concept on epidemiology, classification, and generalized
progression in MG, mainly focusing on the differential features from mainland China.
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INTRODUCTION

EPIDEMIOLOGY

Myasthenia gravis (MG) is known as an autoimmune
disease mainly mediated by auto‑antibodies against
the acetylcholine receptors (AChR) between the
synaptic space of the skeletal muscles, leading to an
impairment of the neuromuscular transmission and
corresponding clinical symptoms such as fluctuating
muscle weakness and fatigability.[1] According to
clinical symptoms, MG is divided into ocular MG
and generalized MG. Secondary generalization of
clinical symptoms is common in MG, resulting in a
poor prognosis for patients and a tremendous burden
for families and society.[2] Although epidemiological
studies have shown that all the races worldwide
can be affected, differences between Caucasian and
Asian patients were found in relation to clinical
phenotypes.[3‑5] In this mini‑review, we address the
current concepts of MG, including epidemiology,
classification of clinical subtypes, and secondary
generalization. We also focus on the different clinical
features of MG in China.

It is well known that MG occurs worldwide affecting
both males and females at any ages as shown in an
epidemiological study with a large sample size. [6]
However, the incidence and prevalence of MG are
characterized by marked variation, depending on
the time and/or the location of studies. A national
epidemiological study in Australia has shown that
the annual crude incidence and prevalence rates of
MG were 24.9 and 117.1/million, respectively.[7] Other
two population‑based studies have been conducted in
Taiwan and Norway. The reported annual incidence
and prevalence of MG were 21 and 84-140/million
in Taiwan,[8] and 16 and 131/million in Norway.[9]
Moreover, the estimated annual incidence rate of MG
is 30/million in central London,[10] 24/million in Ferrara
province of Italy,[11] and 21.3/1 million in Barcelona of
Spain.[12] Unfortunately, no national population‑based
epidemiological studies of MG have been conducted
in mainland China. To obtain pooled data from a larger
sample, Carr et al.[6] have collated 55 studies performed
between 1950 and 2007, representing 1.7 billion
population‑years. By utilizing the meta‑analysis,
they have estimated that the annual incidence and
prevalence rates of MG were 5.3 (range: 1.7-21.3) and
77.7/million (15-179), respectively.
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The onset of MG may be influenced by sex and age.
Regardless of age, the crude incidences of females
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and males in Australia are 27.9 and 21.9/1 million,
respectively, with a female predominance.[6] A similar
tendency was shown in Taiwan where the incidence
ratio of males to females is 0.68.[8] However, three
studies with large sample sizes showed a nearly equal
incidence for both sexes in mainland China. [13‑15]
Considering age and sex, the occurrence of MG exhibits
a bimodal fashion. Below 40 years of age, the ratio of
female to male is nearly 3:1; however, during puberty
and between 40 and 50 years, the incidence rate is
roughly equal. Over 50 years, MG is more common in
males, with a ratio of 3:2.[16] Osserman and Genkins
have observed two peaks of incidence in MG, with
the first one at 20-40 years old and the second one at
40-60 years old,[17] but in another study, the second peak
of incidence was determined at ages of 60-80 years.[18]
Childhood MG (onset < 15 years) is not common in
North America and Europe, comprising 10-15% of MG
cases.[19] However, MG occurs during childhood in up
to 50% of Chinese patients, mainly with pure ocular
symptoms.[5,13]

and ryanodine receptor are detected in about 50% of
such patients.[23] Thymoma‑associated MG involves
MG patients with thymoma regardless of the extent of
muscular involvement, accounting for about 10-15% of
all MG patients. Male and female patients are equally
common in this subtype, and MG occurs at any age
with a peak onset age of 50 years.[28,29] In seronegative
MG patients, anti‑AChR and anti‑MuSK antibodies are
undetectable. Clinical features such as variable age of
onset, lack of thymoma and variable extent and severity
of muscular involvement are also found.[30] The detailed
characteristics of all subtypes are listed in Table 2.

CLASSIFICATION OF MYASTHENIA GRAVIS

Class III

Myasthenia gravis is a heterogeneous disorder with
variable clinical symptoms because of the different
location of involved neuromuscular junction. Up to
now, the most widely accepted classification is the
Myasthenia Gravis Foundation of America (MGFA)
Clinical Classification,[20] a Task Force that was formed
by the Medical Scientific Advisory Board of MGFA
since 1997. It was designed to identify subtypes of
MG patients with distinct clinical features or severity
of disease indicating different prognosis or treatment
response, but it is not used to evaluate the outcome.
According to MGFA, MG can be divided into 5 main
classes and several subclasses [Table 1].
Another classification of MG is based on clinical
symptoms, age of onset, auto‑antibody profile and
thymic histology.[21‑24] Briefly, MG patients are divided
into six subtypes: ocular MG, early‑onset MG, late‑onset
MG, thymoma‑associated MG, muscle‑specific
tyrosine kinase (MuSK) antibody‑associated MG
and seronegative MG. [25,26] Early‑onset patients
have several clinical characteristics such as female
predominance, generalized involvement, no evidence
of thymoma and presence of anti‑AChR antibodies.
A predominance of thymic hyperplasia is observed
in this subtype. However, late‑onset MG patients are
more common among males. These patients have
generalized symptoms, and usually have normal or
atrophic thymus.[27] The titer of anti‑AChR antibodies
is usually lower in late‑onset subtype than that in
the early‑onset subtype, and antibodies against titin
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Table 1: MG foundation of America clinical classification
Type

Characteristics

Class I

Any ocular muscle weakness, possible ptosis, no
evidence of muscle weakness elsewhere
Ocular muscle weakness of any severity, mild
weakness of other muscles
Predominantly limb and/or axial muscles weakness,
possible lesser involvement of bulbar muscles
Predominantly bulbar and/or respiratory muscles
weakness, possible lesser or equal involvement of limb
and/or axial muscles
Ocular muscle weakness of any severity, moderate
weakness of other muscles
Predominantly limb and/or axial muscles weakness,
possible lesser involvement of bulbar muscles
Predominantly bulbar and/or respiratory muscles
weakness, possible lesser or equal involvement of limb
and/or axial muscles
Ocular muscle weakness of any severity, severe
weakness of other muscles
Predominantly limb and/or axial muscles weakness,
possible lesser involvement of bulbar muscles
Predominantly bulbar and/or respiratory muscles
weakness, possible lesser or equal involvement of limb
and/or axial muscles
Intubation with or without mechanical ventilation
except when employed during routine postoperative
management, the use of feeding tube without
intubation places the patient in class IVb

Class II
Class IIa
Class IIb

Class IIIa
Class IIIb
Class IV
Class IVa
Class IVb
Class V

MG: myasthenia gravis

Table 2: Clinical subtypes of MG
Subtypes

Characteristics

Ocular MG

Purely ocular symptoms, no evidence of
thymoma, adult in America and Europe,
childhood in Asia, anti‑AChR antibody positive
in 50%
Age of onset < 50 years, thymic hyperplasia,
usually females, antibodies against AChR
Age of onset > 50 years, normal or atrophic
thymus, mainly males, presence of antibodies
against AChR, titin, RyR
Age of onset between 40 and 60 years, thymic
neoplasia, antibodies against AChR, titin, RyR
and voltage‑gated K+channel subfamily A
member 4 (KCNA4)
Onset age < 40 years in most patients, normal
thymus, antibodies against MuSK
Variable muscular involvement and severity,
variable age of onset, thymic hyperplasia in
some patients, no detectable antibodies against
AChR and MuSK

Early‑onset MG
Late‑onset MG
Thymoma‑
associated MG
MuSK antibody‑
associated MG
Seronegative
MG

MG: myasthenia gravis; MuSK: muscle‑specific tyrosine kinase; AChR: acetylcholine
receptors; RyR: ryanodine receptor
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Modified osserman classification is also commonly used
to distinguish subtype of MG patients and indicates
the different prognosis and treatment response. This
classification has been frequently recommended and
widely used over the past several decades in China.
Although the modified Osserman classification is based
on clinical symptoms, impact on work and daily life,
course of disease and treatment response, it is extremely
challenging to take into account the prognosis and
disability of patients. Moreover, this classification
does not contain MG‑associated auto‑antibodies and
low‑frequency repetitive nerve stimulation (RNS) tests.
In 1997, Wang et al. [31] proposed a new clinical
absolute and relative score system for MG in Chinese
patients.The absolute scoring system consists of 8
items: ptosis, palpebra superior fatigability, disability
of ocular motion, fatigability of the upper and lower
extremity muscles, disability of facial muscles, chewing
difficulties, dysphagia and disability of respiratory
muscles, with a score of each item ranging from
0 (normal) to 4 (severe dysfunction). The relative scores
are obtained by subtracting the pretreatment scores
from the posttreatment scores and then dividing the
results by the pretreatment scores. Several studies have
proven that the clinical absolute and relative scoring
system has good reliability and sensitivity to evaluate
the disabilities in MG patients[31,32] and the clinical
absolute and relative system is officially recommended
by the Consensus of Chinese Experts in the Diagnosis
and Treatment for Myasthenia Gravis.[33]

SECONDARY GENERALIZATION
Generalization of clinical symptoms is an important
hallmark of MG patients. Ocular MG is termed when
weakness is only limited to the extra‑ocular muscles
for > 2 years,[34,35] while generalized MG is defined
as an extension of weakness beyond ocular muscles.
The involvement of muscles is confirmed mainly by
clinical presentations. Due to the different involvement
of muscle groups, clinical presentation varies from
fluctuating extra‑ocular muscular weakness to
respiratory failure. Secondary generalization mainly
occurs during the first 2 years[16,36] and sometimes leads
to the deterioration of prognosis including death.
It is well‑known that ocular muscle weakness is the
most common initial symptoms of MG, occurring in
approximately 85% of patients. About 50% of these
ocular MG patients may progress to generalized MG
within 6 months after onset, 80% of patients within
1‑year, and 90% of patients after 3 years. Only 10% of
MG patients do not progress to secondary generalization
throughout lifetime.[2] Another published study has
reported that up to 65% of MG patients initially show
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ocular muscle involvements, and generalization
of symptoms occur in only 44% of patients within
2 years.[37] In a follow‑up study including 96 Thai
patients with ocular MG, only 15 patients (15.6%)
developed generalized symptoms within 2 years from
the initial diagnosis.[38] It is to be noted that about
50% of Chinese MG patients present with pure ocular
manifestations during their entire lifetime,[5] with a
relatively lower rate of generalization. Recently, Jing
et al.[39] have also reported that only 26% of Chinese
patients with ocular MG develop into generalized MG
during a 13‑year follow‑up period. These differences in
the rate of secondary generalization might be attributed
to the difference in race, severity of disease and early
treatment with immunosuppressive drugs, especially
corticosteroids.[38,40]
Given the poor prognosis of generalized MG, it is
important to detect the risk factors of secondary
generalization in those MG patients with initial ocular
presentations. Previous studies have revealed that
onset age > 15 years, presence of thymoma, early
corticosteroids therapy and abnormal RNS results
on stimulating proximal limb muscles are predictors
for the development of generalized MG.[39,41‑43] Our
recent study has shown that disease onset during
adulthood and RNS abnormality of the facial nerve
predict the progression from ocular to generalized
MG while course of the disease is inversely correlated
with secondary generalization (unpublished data).
In a senior population, the ocular MG patients with
anti‑AChR antibodies, antistriated muscle antibodies,
abnormal RNS findings and abnormal single fiber
electromyography tend to develop generalized MG.[44]
However, other studies have demonstrated that none
of these factors significantly predict development
of generalized MG in younger populations. [2,45,46]
Although similar results have been obtained in some
studies, there are also some limitations such as the
use of retrospective methodology, incomplete clinical
data, small sample size and single hospital or center.
Larger‑sample, multi‑center, prospective studies are
needed to obtain more convincing risk factors for
generalization of ocular MG.
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